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Overview: 3D Sound in Virtual Wodds 
Adding realistic sound to the visual elements of a virtual environment greatly enhances the 
believabi lity and immersive qualities of the simulation. The most convincing audio is fully three 
dimensional, re-creating sound as it is experienced in real life, with qualities of direction, distance, 
intensity, and depth. 
Various types of dimensional sound systems were explored for their potential inclusion in future 
ARI projects which would require sound. Initial investigations were made with the technical 
people at SoundDeluxe and Q Sound, and also with audio engineers from United Arts. This led to 
the conclusions 'that, while these systems provided a certain level of realism, they were not capable 
of providing directional sound, necessary for effective training in Virtual Worlds. Several methods 
have been dev ised in the audio industry to approximate dimensional sound. Simple stereo sound 
gives two channels separated by some distance, but does nothing to recreate those sounds that 
would ordinarily be heard between, above, in front of, or behind these sounds sources. Surround 
Sound systems basically increase the number of speakers as well as maximizing their placement. 
However, these systems do not faithfully recreate sounds which are moving between one source 
and the other. Q Sound is an example of a recent effort by the audio industry to rectify this 
situation. Utilizing a simple phase-shifting technique, Q Sound gives the illusion of sound 
traveling from one audio source (speaker) to another. These and other similar methods do not 
provide directional sound which can be placed anywhere in a virtual space. 
To more closely approximate the human hearing system, two things are needed: a way to precisely 
position a sound in 3D space, and a way to recreate the complex filtering mechanism the human ear 
provides. Additionally, sounds in the real world rarely reach our ears in a "pure" form; they are 
reflected and absorbed by the various su rfaces and materials in an environment, much like light is. 
Only one of the systems for sound which were explored - the Convolvotron ™ - was found to 
effecti vely address these aspects of realistic sound. In addition to the dimensional nature of 
sounds, the Convolvotron also provides mechanisms to include the human ear filter as well as 






















The Convolvotron is a three dimensional (referenced from hereon as 3D) sound 
convolution engine, made and marketed by Crystal River Engineering of Groveland, California. 
Its basic purpose is to accept as many as four audio input sources, locate the sources and the 
listener in a 3D world, and output a stereo analog signal through a pair of headphones. An audio 
source sent through the Convolvotron engine will appear as if it is either above, below, in front of, 
or behind the listener, depending on where it is located. The Convolvotron does this by combining 
(or mathematically by convolving) the audio signal with information about a location in 3D space, 
as well as with specific mathematical functions that duplicate the acoustic properties of the human 
ear. 
The Convolvotron is head specific. A sound which seems to be located behind one listener 
may give the impression that it is located in fro nt of another. The Convolvotron uses Head 
Related Transfer Functions (HRTF) to correct this problem. A HRTF is a binary data file that 
can be uploaded to the Convolvotron. The Convolvotron will then process the data and create a 
new phase shifting formula from the data it just received. This data is obtained through a process 
of "measuring" a specific set of ears through a sequence of audio sounds. Tiny microphones are 
placed deep in the ears of a person seated in an anechoic chamber. The measurements of the 
sounds picked up by these microphones are compared to a baseline measurement of the sounds 
signals. The difference is the HRTF. The HRTF consists of two parts: the scattering caused by 
the outer ear, or pinna, and the damping effects caused by the traversal of the sound through the 
ear canal. 
The Convolvotron provides an average HRTF for use with the system. The basic two board set is 
capable of providing 4 anechoic sounds or one echoic sound. The echoic sound can be reflected 
off other object in the simulation which can be given acoustic properties of wood, metal, etc. 
Several board sets can be used in tandem to provide the number and type of sounds required. 
2. Communicatins: with the Convolvotron 
The Convolvotron runs on a PC by itself. It receives all data via serial ports. Functions 
have been made to communicate with the Convolvotron and other functions have been added that 
the Convolvotron itself does not readily support. 
At the current time, the Convolvotron communicates at 9600 baud, no parity, 8 data bits 
and I stop bit. The serial cable connecting the PC and the SG carries information for both the 
Convolvotron and MIDI. (See Hardware Configuration Diagram in Section 8) The actual packets 
for the Convolvotron are delivered by a "pinging" method. There are two different types of 
packets. 
2.1 Data Packets 
Data packets are packets that hold information about the li stener and the sound sources. 
Each time the host system is pinged, it follows this basic logic to minimize transmiss ion time 
between the two systems: 
I . Send the head position 





















2.2 Special Packets 
a. If it has not changed position, send a flag saying so and go on to 
the next source. 
b. If the source is a uniform sound source, then only send the X, Y, and Z 
locations of the source. 
c. Otherwise, send the current position and quaternion of the source. 
A special packet is a direct command to the Convolvotron. This includes commands such 
as the initialization and closing of the Convolvotron. The host system must wait for the 
Convolvotron to send a "ping" if a special packet is to be called. 
3. Programming the Convolvotron 
Listed here are predefined functions to use the Convolvotron in the C language. They are 
currently only compiled for SGls, however, they are scheduled to be poned over to the PC 
environment in the near future . 
3.1 void Ctron_open(char *device, char nsources, char units) 
This cal l is made to initialize the Convolvotron. 
Device is the port to use. The device must be a /devlttyd device. The Convolvotron does 
not support flow control of any kind , therefore, do not use /dev/ttyf or /dev/ttym. (ie: use 
/dev/ttyd4) 
Nsources is the maximum number of sources you will be using in your simulation. The 
lower this number, the less data that will need to be sent for each source. This will also lessen the 
number of formulas the Convolvotron will have to create, and hence, the faster the Convolvotron 
will be able to update within your simulation. 
Units is defined as an enumeration in the include file, ctron.h. Units is the distance of the 
sources in relation to the world. The following units are defined: inches, feet, millimeters, 
centimeters, meters, and Lunits. An Lunit is the Convolvotron's propietary unit for measuring 
distance. 
3.2 void Ctron_close(char stopsound) 
This call is made to close cummunications with the Convolvotron. 
StopsOUl1d is a flag that can be set to tell the Convolvotron to quiet all sounds or to leave 
them running. If stopsound is fa lse (0), the Convolvotron will leave the sounds active. If 
slOpsound is true (I). the Convolvotron will shut them off before uninitialization. 
3.3 void Ctron_amplify(char source, float dB) 
This call is made to amplify a sound source. 
Source is a number from I to 4 (the corresponding sound source) to modify. 
DB is the amount of decibels to amplify the specified source. The maximum volume for 





















3.4 void Ctron_model_default(void) 
This call resets the Convolvotron's phase-shifting parameters to the default settings . 
3.5 void Ctron_model_head(float aural_ocular, float inter_aural, float aural_crown) 
This call sets the bas ic Convolvotron's phase-shifting parameters. It is unknown at this 
time what units the Convolvotron uses for these parameters, so it is adv ised not to change them. 
3.6 int Ctroll_loadHRTF(char *tilename) 
This call loads a HRTF from the Convolvotron's disk, and uploads it to the Convolvotron 
for processing. A value is returned from this function as fo llows: 
o -Load proceeded OK 
- I - The filename could not be located 
-2 - The filename specified is an invalid HRTF. 
3.7 void Ctron_showmap(void) 
This call is made to display a "map" of the location of the listener and each of the sound 
sources on the Convolvotron' s screen. 
3.8 void Ctron_locate_head(point6d pq) 
This call is made to position the listener's head within the universe. 
Pq is defined as a point6d. The include file , clron.h , defines a point6d to be an array of 
seven floats. A point6d holds position and quaternion information. The fi rst 3 floats hold the X, 
Y, and Z position values. The other 4 floats hold the X, Y, Z, and W quaternion values. 
3.9 void Ctron_locate_source(char source, point6d pq) 
This ca ll is made to position a sound source within the universe. 
Source is a number from I to 4 of the corresponding sound source to modify its location. 
Pq is defined, again, as a point6d. See Ctron_locate_head fo r more informat ion. 
3.10 void Ctroll_uniform(char source, point3d p) 
T his call is made to make a sound source unifOlID. A uni fo rm sound is a sound that has 
position only, therefore, a sound cannot be "pointed" a particular direc tion as Clron_locate_source 
does . Making a sound uni form cuts back on processing time for the Convolvotron. Always use 
uni form sounds where poss ible. 
Source is a number from 1 to 4 of lhe corresponding sound source to modify its location. 
P is de fined as a point3d, holding only position information. The first 3 fl oats are X, Y, 





















3.11 void Ctron_update(void) 
This call should be made each time through the simulation loop (ie: each frame). This call 
will check if the Convolvotron has "pinged" the host system. Lf it has not, it returns control to the 
host program. Lf the Convolvotron has "pinged" the host system, all updated infom1ation will be 
sent to the Convolvotron. 
3.12 Point6ds 
As stated before, a point6d is an array of 7 floats. Three functions are given for 
manipulation of point6ds. 
3.12.1 point6d_init(point6d) 
Point6d_init initializes a point6d. This function is not entirely necessary, as it sets position 
and quatemion X, Y, and Z values to 0.0, and then the quatemion W value to 1.0. Notice this does 
not take a pointer to a point6d. Point6d_init is #defined to set each va lue individuall y. 
3.12.2 point6d_copy(point6d in, point6d out) 
Point6d_copy copies one point6d to another. This function is #defined to simply set out 
equal to ill. 
3.12.3 int point6d_equal(point6d pql, point6d pq2) 
Point6d_eq ual returns true ( I) if both point6ds are equal, fa lse (0) if they are not. 
4. Low·level Communications 
The communications between the host system and the Convolvotron is entirely transparent. 
This section explains the actual data sent between the two systems. 
The execution cycle begins by the host system calling Ctron_openO. It will instruct you to 
bring up the remote PC program. The Convolvotron then sends its "ping" character, and awaits 
the next cycle from the host system, after it has initialized the Convolvotron. A single data byte is 
sent as the first character each time through the loop to determine if the the data waiting to be sent is 
MIDI data or Convolvotron data. 
Each data position contains 28 bytes of data. The 28 bytes are formed from seven floats, 
each float being 4 bytes apiece. At each cycle, the head position is sent. The host system then 
begins a loop for each sound source that was passed along the Ctron_openO call. The first 
character fo r each sound source is a fl ag saying whether or not the source has changed position . If 
the source has changed position, it must then send a flag saying whether or not the sound source is 
uniform. If it is un iform, only the X, Y, and Z pos ition values are sent (4 by te floats * 3 = 12 
bytes) to cut back on transmission time. Otherwise, all 28 bytes are passed to the Convolvotron 
for processing. If, however, the source has not changed pos ition, the host system must then 
iterate through the loop and send the information regarding the next sound source. 
After all data has been sent to the Convolvotron , the host system must then send the letter 
'E'. This signi fies the end-of-packet byte, per se, for error correction. If th is byte is not received, 
all data that has been received is discarded. The execution cycle continues on thi s manner until 





















S. Additional Notes on the Convolvotron: Echoic Sounds 
The Cpnvolvotron also supports another mode in which it can be setup to "sound texture" 
walls in a small area of 3D space. This mode allows the walls or other large objects in the room to 
have reflective properties with which the sounds interact. While this provides for more realistic 
sounds, only one audio source can be utilized in this "echoic" mode in the single Convolvotron 
configuration we have (though several Convolvotrons can be used in conjunction with one another 
to provide several echoic sounds if needed.) The libniries for this mode have yet to be 
implemented. 
Sampler for Sound Fx 
Digital Wa veform Data 
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MIDIator and MIDI Libraries 
6. MIDI Calls 
MIDI is the basis for creating music or sound that can be processed through the 
Convolvotron. Since both the MIDI and the Convolvotron work together, the host system must 
wait for the Convolvotron to be ready before sending any sort of MIDI data. 
6.1 void MlDCPlayFile(char *fiI) 
Thjs is perhaps the most powerful command offered in the MIDI library. Tills will load the 
file specified in 'fil, (on the SG side, not the PC) and play it automatically in the background. 
MIDCPlayFi leO currently only supports format 0 and format I MIDI files . 
6.2 Basic MIDI Output calls 
The fo llowing functions will describe how to construct music of your own without MIDI 
files. Tills may be useful when you wish only one or two notes to be played without the need of 
creating a MIDI file simply for a few notes, or perhaps playing digital samples with the AKAl 
digial sampler. 
However, a basic understanding of MIDI should be learned before proceeding: 
* MIDI works on 16 channels. Calling any of the following functions will 
require you to enter a channel you wish to modify/use. The AKAI works only on 
channel 16. The AKAI was set up this way so MIDI files containing background 
music can be played the same time as digital samples can. 
* MIDI uses what is called a 'key scale'. The key value for a few functions are 
paired up with the keys on a musical keyboard. The value 60 for key stands for 
"Middle C". This value can range from 24 to 107. (Any value outside this range 
will be changed to the closest lower or higher value.) 
* Velocity is the loudness at which the note should be heard. Medium volume is 
defined as 64. This value can range from 0 to 127. 
6.2.1 int MIDCNoteOtf(char channel, char key) 
This function turns a note off. 
6.2.2 int MIDI_NoteOn(char channel, char key, char velocity) 





















6.2.3 int MIDCPolyPressure(char channel, char key, char pressure) 
This function sets a previously turned on note to a new velocity as specified by pressure. 
Pressure can be higher or lower than the original velocity. 
6.2.4 int MIDCControl(char channel, char function, char value) 
This function sets a specific control function to a specified value for only a single channel. 
Consult MIDl.H for more information on the functions offered. 
6.2.5 int MIDCChannelMode(char channel, char function) 
This function sends a specified function down the specified channel. Again, consult 
MLDI.H for more information. 
6.2.6 int MIDCProgram(char channel, char program) 
This function changes the program number on the specified channel. Programs are 
sometimes referenced as "instruments" . Consult the MIDI device you are using for more 
information on what program you wish to use. 
6.2.7 int MIDCAftertouch(char channel, char pressure) 
This function performs the same function as MIDCPolyPressureO, except it changes the 
pressure values for all notes that are on the specified channel. 
6.2.8 int MIDCPitchBend(char channel, char change) 
This function alters the pitch of a channel by a specified number of semitones. Change can 
be either positive or negative. 
7. Additional Notes on Development 
When the Convolvotron project was first started, we used High C as our compiler for the 
Pc. Serial routines from ARI' s joystick source code were used to handle communications 
between the PC and the SG. 
After a few weeks of development, memory problems began to arise in our code. Pointers 
would be dropped or would point to improper locations, and memory became corrupted which 
caused a system crash. Mike Goslin and I scanned the code for poss ible problems, but could not 
find anything wrong. We then resorted to a PC-Lint checker, which also could find nothing 
wrong with the code. 
I decided to port the code over to Watcom C++, a fairly new compiler. When the 
conversion was complete, the program ran perfectly without any problems. 
This has led me to believe there may be a bug in High C's memolY hand ling, and it should 
be looked into. [personally will bc using Watcom C++ from now on (as a preferred choice) for 






















8. Basic Setup 
The Convolvotron is operated by commands from a serial port. The SO "talks" to the PC 
by sendi ng the PC instructions of what to perform. 
The cables from the Convolvotron inputs are hooked to the 4 outputs on the Akai digital 
sound generator. Output 5 from the Akai is used for monoural ambient sounds, and outputs 6 and 
7 are used for stereo ambient sounds. The stereo output from the Convolvotron is then hooked up 
to a mjxer. If the PC should receive MIDI data, it then sends the MIDI data out to the MIDlator 
MIDI box, which either branches off to the Akaj or the Korg 03RfW synthesizer. The 
synthesizer' s stereo outputs are then hooked to another input on the mixer. The mixer processes 
both signals then raises the volume through an amplifier. The output from the amplifier is then 






















CyberArts: Exploring Art and Technology. 
Edi ted by Linda Jacobson 
Miller Freeman, lnc, San Francisco CA 
1992 
Section 2 : Music and Sounds Cpp 67 - 120) 
-Good overview of the Convolvotron and other spatialized sound systems. 
Sound and Hearing: A Conceptual Introduction, 
R. Duncan Luce, 
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Publishers, Hillsdale, New Jersey, 1993 





















MAIN.CPP (gn PC side) 
#include <std io.h> 
#include <conio.h > 








#include "m ain.hpp" 
#include "myportal.hpp" 
Portal *MIDI, *Remote; 
AudioData ad; 
uchar *MIDIbuf, done; 
Appendix A: PC Code Client 
int resync_attempts, cursor_x, cursor_y; 
unsigned char *ScreenPtr; 
unsigned char *Rows[25]; 




/ / Ini tialize accessing to the screen memory for text mode. 
for (i = 0; i < 25; i++) 







myprintfC"Resync attempts: %-5u", resync_attempts); 
gotoxy(0,6); 





















/ / Initialize our MIDI buffer. 
MIDIbuf = new uchar[2561; 
/ / Create our Data objec t. 
Data = new Ctron_Data; 
/ / Open our communication lines. 
MIDI->Summon(COM2, 3, 38400, NO_PARITY, 8, 1); 
MIDI->RaiseDTRO; 
Remote->Summon(COM1, 4, baud, NO_PARITY, 8,1); 
Remo te->RaiseDTRO; 
/ / Show our s tatus. 
myprintf("\nCOM1 is open at %ld baud for Ctron calls. \ n", baud); 
pu ts("COM2 is open at 38400 baud for MIDI ca lls. \ n \ n"); 
done = FALSE; 
resync_attempts = 0; 
puts("Ready to receive information ... Sending initial ping. \ n \ n"); 
C tron_Main::-C tron_Main(vo id ) 
I 
/ / Ki ll our MIDI buffer. 
delete []MIDIbuf; 
/ / Shut down our ports. 
MIDI->BanishO; 
Remote->BanishO; 
/ / Kill our object. 
delete Data; 
go toxy(0,24); 
/ / Resync wi th the remote sys tem if there was an error in the communica tions. 




resync_a ttem pts++; 
gotoxy(0,22); 






















p uts(" \ a [ Resyn c in progress ]\ aH); 







/ / Display current head & source positions and pass a long to the C tron. 
vo id C tron_Main:: process(void) 
I 
int i, t; 
float head [6], s rc[ 6]; 
union REGS r; 
gotoxy(O, 0); 
puts(HHeadpos: H); 
for (i = 0; i < 6; i++) 
! 
I 
head[i] = Data->headpos(i); 
m yprintf(,,%5.3f ", head[i]); 
PlltS(" \ n"); 
ctronloca tehead (head, &ad ); 
for (i = 0; i < 4; i++) 
! 
m yprintf("Sollrce%d: ", i + 1); 
fo r (t = 0; t < 6; t++) 
! 
src[t] = Data->sollrcepos( i, t); 
myprintf{"%5.3f ", src[t]); 
I 
puts(" \ n "); 
if (Data->u niform(i)) 
ctronuniform(i, src, &ad ); 
e lse 
ctronloca tesource(i, src, &ad ); 
I 
ctronu pda teO; 
/ / Process a special packet if it' s being received . 
void C tron_Main::specia l(void) 
! 
char s[80]; 
int iI, i2; 























case INIT: / / Ctron_openO 
Data->getlNITpacket(&i1, &i2); 
Data->set_sources(i1); 
ctronopen(i1, i2, &ad); 
break; 
case CLOSE: / / Ctron_closeO 
Data->getCLOSEpacket(&i1); 
ctronclose( i1 ); 
done = 1; 
break; . 




case MODEL_HEAD: / / Ctron_modeLheadO 
Data->getMODELpacket(&fl, &f2, &f3); 






case SHOW_MAP: / / Ctron_showmapO 
ctronshowmap(&ad); 
break; 
/ / Send output to the MIDI device. 
void Ctron_Ma in :: MIDIout(int len) 
I 
uchar 'ptr = MIDlbuf; 
short int p = portbase; 
/ / This is a really ugly hack I had to make in o rder to get this to work. Ins tead of 
/ / referencing a different seria l object (like norma l), I had to manually change the 
/ / output port and set it back. I had to do this because C++ doesn' t inte rface to 
/ / DOS interrupts. This will be fixed in the future (hopefully ... ). 



























/ / Sends a ping to the remote system, counts down for a timeout (ie: if the rem ote 
/ / doesn't respond), and returns an appropriate error code. 
int Ctron_Main::send_ping(void) 
{ 
int timeout, bad; 
bad = 0; 
agam: 
timeout = 30000; 
Remote-> PutByte(,P'); 
while (!Remote->DataWaitingO && !kbhit()) 
I 
if (timeout-- == 0) 
I 
clearline(24); 
go toxy(O, 24); 
bad++; 
if (bad == 10) 
{ 
puts("\a \a \aFatal error: Remote timeout, aborting ... "); 
re turn -1; 
puts(" \ a" WARNING: Remote timed out after packet handshake " "); 
goto again; 
return 0; 
/ / Receives a packet. 
int C tron_Main::ReceivePacket(void) 
{ 
int res; 
res = Data->GetPacket() ; 




puts("\aFailed to receive End-of-Packet byte! \ a"); 
re turn res; 























/ / This function positions the cursor to a specific location on the screen. 
void Ctron_Main::gotoxy(int x, int y) 
! 
union REGS r; 
r.h .ah = 2; 
r.h.bh = 0; 
r.h.dl = x; 
r.h.dh = y; 
int386(Ox10, &r, &r); 
ScreenPtr = Rows[y] + (x « 1); 
cursocx = x; 
cursor_y = y; 
/ / This function eliminates an entire line on the screen. 
void Ctron_Main ::clearline(int a) 
! 
int i = 80; 
unsigned char *temp; 
temp = Rows[a]; 
while (i--) 
! 
*temp++ = ' '; 
*temp++ = Ox07; 
/ / This function draws a straight line on the screen. 
void Ctron_Main::drawline(int a) 
! 
int i = 80; 
unsigned char *temp; 
temp = Rows[a]; 
wh ile (i--) 
! 
*temp++ = '-'; 
*temp++ = Ox07; 
























ScreenPtr =; Rows[Oj; 




*ScreenPtr++ = ' '; 
*ScreenPtr++ = Ox07; 
gotoxy(O, 0); 
/ / This function writes a character to the screen, and beeps if a bell character is 
/ / passed in. 
void Ctron_Main::putch(uchar ch) 
( 









gotoxy(O, cursor_y + 1); 
break; 
default: 
*ScreenPtr++ = ch; 
*ScreenPtr++ = Ox07; 
break; 
/ / This function writes an entire string of text to the screen. 
void C tron_Main::puts(char *s) 
( 
char *buf = s; 
while (*buf) 
putch(*buf++); 
/ / This function handles printfOing to the screen . 
vo id Ctron_Main::myprintf(char *fmt, ... ) 
( 






















va_start(va, fmt) ; 
vsprintf(bu f, fmt, va); 
va_end(va); 
puts(buf); 
II This ftmction turns the cursor on . 
void Ctron_Main::cursor_on(void) 
I 
union REGS r; 
r.h.ah = 1; . 
r.h.ch = Ox06; 
r.h.c1 = Ox07; 
int386(Oxl0, &r, &r); 
II This function turns the cursor off. 
void C tron_Main::cursor_o ff(void) 
I 
unio n REGS r; 
r.h .ah = 1; 
r.h.ch = Ox26; 
r.h .c1 = Ox07; 
int386(Oxl0, &r, &r); 
void main(void) 
I 
int i, len; 
C tron_M ain *Main; 
ucha r ch , *ptr; 
MIDI = new Portal; 
Remote = new Portal; 
II C reate our Main Ctron class (a t 9600 baud). 
Main = new Ctron_Main(9600); 
do 
I 
if (Ma in->send_pingO == -1) 
I 
} 
done = 1; 
























if (getchO == 27) 
done = 1; 
e lse 
! 
II See if this is a MIDI packet or a Ctron packet. 
ch = Remote->GetByteO; 






II Find out length of packe t. 
len = Remote->GetByteO; 
if (len != 0) 
Main->clearline(24); 
Main->gotoxy(0, 24); 
Main->myprintf("Las t transmitted MIDI packet: Length %d , bytes left", 
i = len; 
p tr = MIDIbuf; 
while (i--) 
! 
Main->m yprintf("(%d) ", i); 







































} whi le (!done); 
II End it all. 
delete Main; 
delete MIDI; 
dele te Remote; 
MAIN.HPP (on PC side) 
#ifndef MAIN_HPP 
#define MAIN_HPP 






Ctron_Main(long baud, int sources); 
-Ctron_Main(void); 
vo id resyn c(void); 
void process(void); 
vo id special(void); 




vo id go toxy(int x, int y); 
void clearline(int a); 
void drawline(in t a); 
vo id clea r(void); 
vo id plltch(uchar ch); 
vo id pllts(char *s); 
vo id myprintf(char *fmt, ... ); 
vo id cursocon(void); 






























int i, j; 
/ / Initialize our data structures. 
numsrc = 0; 
for (j = 0; j < 6; j++) 
I 
recv .head [j] = 0.0; 
ctron.head[j] = 0.0; 
I 
recv.head[6] = 1.0; 
for (i = 0; i < 4; i++) 
I 
for (j = 0; j < 6; j++) 
I 
recv.src[i] .loc[j] = 0.0; 
ctron.s rc[i].loc[j] = 0.0; 
I 
recv.s rc[i].loc[6] = 1.0; 
recv.src[i] .uniform = FALSE; 
recv.src[i] .changed = FALSE; 
C tron_Da ta :: -Ctron_DataO 
I 
/ / Do absolutely nothing. 
I 
/ / This func ti on translates a World ToolKit WTpq into the Convolvotron 's internal 
/ / coordinate system. 
void Ctron_Data::to_ctron(point6d from , point6d *to) 
I 
int i, QX, QY, QZ, QW; 
point6d temp; 





















// CY= -WX 
/ / CZ=-WY 
temp[O] = from[2]; 
temp[l] = -from[O]; 
temp[2] = -from[l]; 
/ / 3 = QX, 4 = QY, 5 = QZ, 6 = QW 
QX = 5; / / Quat X = WTK Quat Z 
QY = 3; / / Quat Y = (-) WTK Quat X 
QZ = 4; / / Quat Z = (-) WTK Quat Y 
from[QY] = -from[QY]; / / Take care of negatives here 
from[QZ] = -from[QZ]; 
QW = 6; / / QW stays the same 
temp[3] = asin(2 * ((from[QY]* from [QZ]) - (from[QX] * from[QW]))); 
temp[4] = atan((-2 * ((from[QY] * from[QW]) + (from[QX] * from[QZ]))) / 
((from[QZ] * from[QX]) + (from[QY] * from[QY]) -
(from[QZ] * from[QZ]) - (from[QW] * from[QW]))); 
temptS] = atan((-2 * ((from[QX]* from(QY]) + (from[QZ] * from[QW])) ) / 
((from[QX] * from[QX]) - (from[QY] * from[QY]) + 
(from[QZ] * from[QZ]) - (from(QW] * from[QW]))); 
memcpy( to, &temp, sizeof(point6d)); 
/ / This function returns a head position. 
floa t C tron_Data::headpos(int num) 
I 
return ctron.head[num]; 
/ / This function returns a source's position. 
float C tron_Data ::sourcepos(uchar source, int num) 
I 
return ctron.src[source].loc[num]; 
/ / This funct ion sets the number of sources used in the simulation. 
void Ctron_Da ta : :set_sou rces( uchar num) 
I 
numsrc = num; 
I 
/ / Th is function returns the number of sources used. 






















II This function receives an initialization packet. 
void Ctron_Data::getINITpacket(int 'srcs, int ' units) 
( 
int i; 
i = Remote->GetByteO; 'srcs = i; 
i = Remote->GetByteO; ' units = i; 
II This function receives a close packet. 
void Ctron_Data::getCLOSEpacket(int *killsnd) 
( 
int i; 
i = Remote->GetByteO; 'killsnd = i; 
II This function receives an amplification packet. 
void Ctron_Data::getAMPLIFYpacket(int 'src, float *dB) 
( 
cha r s[5]; 
int i; 
i = Remote->GetByteO; *src = i; 
Remote->GetStr(s, sizeof(float)); 
s tr2float(s, dB); 
II This function receives a model head packet. 




Remote->GetStr(s, sizeof(float)); str2floa t(s, aura l_ocular); 
Remote->GetStr(s, s izeof( float)); str2float(s, intecaural); 
Remote->GetStr(s, sizeof(floa t)); str2floa t(s, au ral_crown); 
II This function receives a HRTF packet. 
void Ctron_Da ta::getHRTFpacket(char *fname) 
( 
in t t; 





















t = Remote->GetByteO; 
while (t--) 
' buf++ = Remote->GetByteO; 




to_ctron( recv.head, &etron.head); 
for (i = 0; i < 4; i++) 
to_ctron( ~ecv .src[ i ].loc, &ctron .src[i ].loc); 
/ / This function receives an entire packet. 
int Ctron_Data::GetPacket(void) 
I 
char s[10], eh , i, y, j; 
paekettype = Remote->GetByteO; 
if (packettype == UPDATE) 
I 
for (i = 0; i < 7; i++) 
I 
Remote->GetStr(s, 4); 
s tr2floa t(s, &recv.head[i]); 
I 
I 
fo r (i = 0; i < numsrc; i++) 
recv.src[i].changed = Remote->GetByteO; 
if (recv.src[i].changed) 
I 
recv.s rc[i].uniform = Remote->GetByteO; 
if (reev.src[i] .uniform) 
j = 3; / / If uniform, read 3 floats: X, Y, Z 
else 
j = 7; / / else read all 7. 
for (y = 0; y < j; y++) 
I 
Remote->GetStr(s, 4); 
str2floa t(s, &recv .src[ iJ .loc[y]); 
I 























/ / This function re turns the uniformity of a source. (TRUE or FALSE) 
uchar Ctron_Data::uniform(char source) 
I 
return recv .src[source]. uniform; 
/ / This function converts a 4-byte string into a float. 
void Ctron_Data::str2float(char *s, float *f) 
I 
memcpy(f, s, sizeof(float)); 





extern Portal *MIDI, *Remote; 











class Ctron Da ta 
I 
p ri va te : 
pos_info recv, ctron; 
ucha r numsrc; 
/ / Converts WTK to Ctron coordinates. 



























/ / Returns converted Ctron coordina tes. 
float headpos(int num); 
float sourcepos(uchar source, int num); 
void se t_sources(uchar num); 
uchar ge t_sources(void); 
void point6d_init(point6d 'p); 
void ge tINITpacket(int 'srcs, int ' units); 
void getCLOSEpacket(int 'killsnd); 
void getAMPLIFYpacket(int 'src, float 'dB); 
void ge tMOOELpacket(float 'aural_ocular, float *intecaural, floa t 'aural_crown); 
void getHRTFpacket(char 'fname); 
int GetPacket(void); 
uchar uniform(char source); 
void str2float(char 's, float *f); 
#endif 
MYPORTAL.CPP (on PC side) 
#include <std io. h > 
#include <conio.h > 
#include <mem.h> 
#includ e <dos.h> 
#include "myportal.hpp" 
uns ign ed sh ort int Qrear; 
unsigned sho rt int Qfront; 
sho rt int portbase; 
char 'combuf; 
char inited = 0; 
s ta tic void interrupt commhandle rO; 
/ / The 8250 UART has 10 registe rs access ible through 7 port addresses. 
/ / Here are their addresses relative to COMlBASE and COM2BASE. Note 
/ / that the baud rate registers, (OLL) and (OLH) are active only when 
/ / the Divisor-La tch Access-Bit (OLAB) is on. The (OLAS) is bit 7 of 






















I I 0 TXR OUtput data to the serial port. 
I I 0 RXR Input data from the serial port. 
I I 0 LCR Initialize the serial port. 
I I 0 IER Controls interrupt generation. 
I I 0 IIR Identifies interrupts. 
I I 0 MCR Send control signa ls to the modem. 
I I 0 LSR Monitor the status of the serial port. 
I I 0 MSR Receive status of the modem. 
I I 0 DLL Low byte of baud rate div isor. 
I I 0 DHH High byte of baud rate divisor. 
#define TXR 0 r Transmit regis ter (WRITE) * I 
#define RXR 0 1* Receive regis ter (READ) *1 
#define IER 1 r Interrupt Enable * I 
#define IIR 2 1* Interrupt ID * I 
#define LCR 3 1* Line control * I 
#define MCR 4 r Modem control * I 
#define LSR 5 r Line Status * I 
#define MSR 6 r Modem Status * I 
#define DLL 0 r Divisor Latch Low * I 
#define DLH 1 1* Divisor la tch High * I 
I 1-------------------------------------------------------------------
I I Bit va lues held in the Line Control Register (LCR). 
I I bit meaning 
II 
I I 0-1 00=5 bits, 01=6 bits, 10=7 bits, 11=8 bits. 
I I 2 Stop bits. 
I I 3 O=parity off, l=parity on. 
I I 4 O=parity odd, l=parity even. 
I I 5 Sticky parity. 
I I 6 Set break. 
I I 7 Toggle port addresses. 
I /-------------------------------------------------------------------
/ / -------------------------------------------------------------------
I I Bit values held in the Line Status Register (LSR). 
I I bi t meaning 
II 
I I 0 Data ready. 
I I 1 Overrun error - Data register overwritten. 
I I 2 Parity error - bad transmission. 
I I 3 Framing error - No stop bit was found. 
I I 4 Break detect - End to transmission requested. 
/ / 5 Transmitte r holding regis ter is empty. 
I I 6 Transmitter shift register is empty. 
I I 7 Time out - off line. 
I / -------------------------------------------------------------------




































I I Bit values held in the Modem Output Control Register (MCR). 
I I bit meaning 
II 
I I 0 Data Terminal Ready. Computer ready to go. 
I I 1 Request To Send. Computer wants to send data. 
I I 2 auxi liary output #1. 
I I 3 auxillary output #2.(Note: This bit must be 
I I set to allow the communications card to send 
I I in terrupts to the system) 
I I 4 UART ouput looped back as input. 
I I 5-7 not used. 
I I -------------------------------------------------------------------
#define DTR OxOl 
#define RTS Ox02 
#define MC_INT Ox08 
I 1-------------------------------------------------------------------
I I Bit values held in the Modem Input Status Register (MSR). 
I I bit meaning 
II 
I I 0 delta Clear To Send. 
I I 1 delta Data Set Ready. 
I I 2 delta Ring Indicator. 
I I 3 delta Data Carrier Detect. 
I I 4 Clea r To Send. 
I I 5 Data Set Ready. 
/ I 6 Ring Indicator. 
/ I 7 Data Carrier Detect. 
/ I -------------------------------------------------------------------
#define CTS OxlO 
#define DSR Ox20 
#define RI Ox40 
#define DCD Ox80 
I 1-------------------------------------------------------------------
1/ Bit values held in the Interrupt Enable Register (IER). 




Interrupt when data received. 





















I I 2 Interrupt when data reception error. 
I I 3 Interrupt when change in modem status register. 
I I 4-7 Not used . 
I I -------------------------------------------------------------------
#define RX_INT Ox01 
I 1-------------------------------------------------------------------
I I Bit values held in the Interrupt Identification Register (IIR). 
I I bit meaning 
II 
I I 0 Interrupt pending 
I I 1-2 Interrupt ID code 
I I OO=Change in modem status regis ter, 
I I Ol=Transmitter holding register empty, 
I I 10=Data received, 
I I l1=reception error, or break encountered . 
I I 3-7 Not used. 
I I -------------------------------------------------------------------
#define RX_ID Ox04 
#define RX_MASK Ox07 
I I These are the port addresses of the 8259 Programmable Interrupt 
I I Controller (PIC). 
#define IMR Ox21 /* Interrupt Mask Register port' I 
#define ICR Ox20 /* Interrupt Control Port • I 
I I An end of interrupt needs to be sent to the Control Port of 
I I the 8259 when a hardware interrupt ends. 
#define EOI Ox20 /* End Of Interrupt' I 
I I The (IMR) tells the (PIC) to service an interrupt only if it 
I I is not masked (FALSE). 
#define IRQO OxFE 
#define IRQl OxFD 
#define IRQ2 OxFB 
#define IRQ3 OxF7 /* COM2 or COM4 (standard) • I 
#define IRQ4 OxEF /* COMl or COM3 (standard) • I 
#define IRQ5 OxDF 
#define IRQ6 OxBF 
#define IRQ7 Ox7F 
I I The actua l interrupt vector our function needs to be installed on is the 
I I IRQ + 8h. 




































/ / Again, this class was incredibly hacked in order to make it work properly. Until I 
/ / can figure out an interface for th is class to work " object-orientedly", the current 
/ / setup wi ll have to do. 
int o ldIMR; 
Po rta I: :Portal( void) 
I 
if (! inited) . 
I 
} 
combuf = new char[65535]; 
inited = 1; 
Qfront = 0; 
Qrear = 0; 
wait_for_CI S = 0; 
_dos_setvec t(OxOB, commhandler); 
_dos_setvect(OxOC, commhandler); 
Por tal_IRQ = IRQ4; 
o idIMR = inp(IMR); 





inited = 0; 
o Lltp(IMR, oldIMR); 




case COM1: portbase = COM1BASE; break; 
case COM2: portbase = COM2BASE; break; 
case COM3: portbase = COM3BASE; break; 

























if (s_baud == 0) 
return; 1* Avoid divide by zero * / 
divisor = (int) (115200L / s_baud); 
_disableO; 
c = inp(portbase + LCR); 
outp(portbase + LCR, (c I Ox80)); / * Set OLAB * / 
outp(portbase + OLL, (divisor & OxOOFF)); 
outp(portbase + OLH, «divisor » 8) & OxOOFF)); 
outp(portbase + LCR, c); /* Reset OLAB * / 
_enableO; 
void Portal::set_bits(int s_parity, int s_databits, int s_s topbits) 
I 
in t setting; 
setting = s_databits - 5; 
setting 1= «s_stopbi ts == 1) ? OxOO : Ox04); 
se tting 1= s_parity; 
_disableO; 
outp(portbase + LCR, setting); 
_enableO; 
Portal_Parity = s_parity; 
Portal_OataBits = s_databits; 
Portal_Stop Bits = s_stopbits; 
long Portal::get_baud(void) 
I 
return Porta l_Baud; 
int Po rta l::get_pa rity(void) 
I 


























return Portal_Stop Bits; 
void Portal::Summon(int s_port, int s_IRQ, long s_baud, int s_parity, int s_databits, 





set_bits(s_parity, s_databits, s_stopbits); 
_disableO; 
c = inp(portbase + MCR) I MC_INT; 
olltp(portbase + MCR, c); 
outp(portbase + IER, R)CINT); 
c = inp(IMR) & Portal_IRQ; 
outp(IMR, c); 
_enableO; 
c = inp(portbase + MCR) I RTS I DTR; 
outp(portbase + MCR, c); 
void Portal::UseCTS(char ch) 
I 
if (ch) 
wait_focCTS = 1; 
else 
wait_for_CTS = 0; 
void Po rtal::SetRTS(char ch) 
I 
unsigned int p = portbase + MCR; 
if (ch) 
Olltp(p, inp(p) I RTS); 
else 























/ / Turn off COMM interrupts 
_disableO; 
outp(portbase + IER, 0); 




/ / retu rn (!(Qfront == Qrear)); 
/ / Changed to show how many charac ters are waiting in the buffer, not just a TRUE 
/ / or FALSE flag. 
return (Qfront - Qrear); 
unsigned char Portal::GetByte(void) 
I 
while (!DataWaiting()); 
return combuf[Qrear++ j; 
void Portal::PutByte(unsigned char byte) 
I 
outp(portbase + MCR, MCINT I RTS I DTR); 
if (wa iUocCTS) 
I 
1* Wait for Clear To Send from modem * / 
while (( inp(portbase + MSR) & CTS) == 0); 
1* Wait for transmitter to clear * / 
w hile ((inp (portbase + LSR) & XMTRDY) == 0); 
_d isab leO; 
outp(portbase + TXR, byte); 
_enableO; 
void Portal::StuffByte(unsigned cha r byte) 
I 





























outp(portbase + MCR, Ox03); 
void Portal::DropDTR(void) 
( 
outp(portbase + MCR, OxOO); 
void Porta l::FlushBuffer(void) 
( 
Qfront = 0; 
Qrear = 0; 
memset(combuf, 0, 65535); 
void Porta l::GetStr(char os, int len) 
( 
char 'buf = s; 
while (len--) 
'buf++ = GetByteO; 
static void interrupt commhandlerO 
( 
_disableO; 
if ((inp(portbase + IIR) & R)CMASK) == RX_ID) 
( 



































/ / COMPORT addresses 
#define COMIBASE Ox3F8 
#define COM2BASE Ox2F8 
#define COM3BASE Ox3E8 


















void set_port(int s_port); 
void set_baud(long s_baud); 
r Base port address for COM I * / 
r Base port address for COM2 * / 
r Base port address for COM3 * / 
r Base port address for COM4 * / 
void set_bits(int s_parity, int s_databits, int s_stopbits); 
public: 
/ / Constructor and Destructor 
Porta l( void); 
- Portal (void ); 
long ge t_baud(void); 
int get_parity(void); 
int get_databits(void); 





















short int get_portbase(void}; 




int Data Waiting(void}; 
unsigned char GetByte(void}; 
void PutByte(unsigned char byte}; 
void StuffByte(unsigned char byte}; 
void UseCTS(char ch}; 





void GetStr( char 's, int len}; 
#endif 
TYPES.HPP (on PC side) 
#ifndef TYPES_HPP 
#define TYPES_HPP 
#define FALSE 0 
#define TRUE 1 
typedef unsigned char uchar; 
typedef floa t point6d[7j; 
enum CtronCommands 
I 
!NIT, UPDATE, CLOSE, MODEL_HEAD, LOCATE_HEAD, 






















CTRON.C (on remote side) 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <std lib.h> 
#include <sys/ types.h> 
#include <ma lloc. h> 
# include "ctron.h" 
Appendix B: SGI Code 
#includ e .. .. /include/ seria l.h" 
cinformation cinfo; 
char MIDldata[lO]; 
int MIDI_nomerge = 0; 
long MIDLcurrtime = OL; 
int MIDLdivision=O; 
long MIDLtempo=500000; 
float MIDUasttime = 0.0; 
long MIDL toberead = OL; 
FILE *MIDUile; 
char *MIDLmsgbuff = NULL; 
int MIDLmsgsize = 0; 
int MIDLmsgindex = 0; 
cha r MIDI_playing = 0; 
/* This function converts a float into a 4-byte string. Note that the Kubota does not 
byte-swap like an SG does. * / 
void floa t2str(float f, char *s) 
! 
#ifndef KUBOTA 
/* fl oa t = four bytes, do byte-swapping fo r the pc * / 
void *temp = &f; 
char *pc = temp; 
s[O] = pc[3]; 
s[l ] = pc[2]; 
s[2] = pc[l]; 
s[3] = pc[O]; 
#else 
memcpy(s, &f, sizeof(float) ); 
#endi f 
I 
void Ctron_open(char *device, char nsources, char units) 
! 






















printf("Bring up Remote PC now. \ n"); 
while (!Seria l_datawaiting(CONY)); 
printf("Flushing buffer. .. \ n"); 
SeriaUlush(CONY); 
Serial_putchar( 2, CONY); 
Serial_putchar( INIT, CONY ); ;* Specia l Packet: Ctron_openO *; 
Serial_putchar( nsources, CONY); 
SeriaLputchar( units, CONY); 
Cinfo_init( nsources ); 




Serial_putcha r( 2, CONY); 
SeriaLputchar( CLOSE, CONY); 1* Special Packet: Ctron_closeO *; 











w hile (!Serial_datawaiting(CONY)); 
SeriaUlush(CONY); 
Serial_putchar( 2, CONY); 
Serial_putchar( AMPLIFY_SOURCE, CONY); 1* Special Packe t: Ctron_amplifyO *; 
SeriaLputchar(source, CONY); 
floa t2str(dB, s); 
writeSeria IPort(s, 4, CONY); 
vo id Ctron_model_default(void) 
{ 
Ctron_modeUlead(O.O, 7.0, -7.5); 


























Serial_putchar( 2, CON V); 
SeriaLputchar(MODEL_HEAD, CONY); / * Special Packet: Ctron_model_headO 
float2str(aural_ocular, s); 
writeSeriaIPort(s, 4, CONY); 
float2s tr(inter3ural, s); 
writeSeriaIPort(s, 4, CONY); 
float2str(aural_crown, s); 
writeSeriaIPort(s, 4, CONY); 






Serial_putchar( 2, CONY); 
Serial_putchar(LOAD_HRTF, CONY); /* Special Packet: Ctron_loadHRTFO 
t=s trlen(filename); 




re turn Serial_getchar(CONV); 
void Ctron_showmap(void) 
I 
while (!Seria l_da tawaiting(CONY)); 
SeriaUlush(CONV); 
Serial_putchar( 2, CONY); 
SeriaLputchar( SHOW _MAP, CONY); /* Special Packe t: Ctron_showmapO * / 
void Ctron_locate_head( point6d pq ) 
I 
point6d_copy( pq, cinfo.head ); 
void C tron_loca te_source(char source, point6d pq) 
I 
source--; 
cinfo.src[source}.uniform = FALSE; 





















point6d_copy( pq, cinfo.src[source].location ); 
cinfo.src[source].changed = TRUE; 




point6d_in it( pq ); 
pq[O] = p rO]; . 
pq[l] = p[l]; 
pq[2] = p[2]; 
if ( 'point6d_equal( cinfo.src[source].location, pq )) 
I 
I 
point6d_copy( pq, cinfo.src[source].location ); 
cin fo.s rc[source].changed = TRUE; 
cinfo.src[source].uniform = TRUE; 




for (i = 0; i < 7; i++ ) 
I 
float2str( pq[ij, 5 ); 
writeSeria lPort( s, 4, CONY ); 




for (i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
I 
floa t2str(pq[ij, s); 
w riteSeria IPort(s, 4, CON V); 























/* Check if remote PC is ready to receive info rmation * / 
if (!Serial_datawaiting(CONY)) 
re tu rn ; 
Seria l_flush( CONY); 
Seria l_putchar( 2, CONY); 
/* signal ctron that update packet is coming * / 
Serial_putchar( UPDATE, CONY ); 
/* send head point6d info * / 
Ctron_output( cinfo.head ); 
/* up to four sound sources specified in init function * / 
for (i = 0; i < 4; i ++) 
{ 
I 
Serial_putchar( cinfo.src[i] .changed, CONY); 
/* don 't send data if position is unchanged * / 
if ( cinfo .src[i] .changed ) 
{ 
cinfo.s rc[i] .changed = FALSE; 
Serial_putchar( cinfo.src[i] .uniform, CON Y ); 
if ( !cin fo .src[i].uniform ) 
C tron_ou tput( cinfo.src[ i ].loca tion); 
else 
C tron_ uni_ output( cinfo.src[ i ].loca tion); 
Seria l_pu tcharCE', CONY); / * Let the remote know we're done * / 
void Cin fo_init( char sources) 
{ 
int i; 
point6d_ini t( cinfo.head ); 
cinfo.numsrc = sou rces; 
for (i = 0; i < 4; i++) 
I 
point6d_init( cinfo.src[i].loca tion ); 
cinfo.s rc[ i].unifo rm = FALSE; 
cinfo.s rc[i] .changed = TRUE; 























for (i=O; i<7; i++) 
if (a[i] 1= b[i]) 
return (0); 
return (1); 




Serial_putchar( 1, CONY); /* MIDI packe t ' / 
Serial_putchar( 3, CONY); /* Packet length of 3 bytes' / 
SeriaLplltch ar(Ox80+( channel-I) , CONY); 
Seria l_putchar(key, CONY); 
Seria l_putchar(64, CONY); 
void MIDLNoteOn(char channel, char key, char velocity) 
{ 
while (lSeriaLd atawaiting(CONV)); 
SeriaUlush(CONV); 
Seria l_plltchar( 1, CONY); 
Seria l_plltchar( 3, CONY); 
Seria l_pu tchar(Ox90+( channel-I) , CONY); 
Seria l_pll tchar(key, CONY); 
Serial_p utchar(veloci ty, CONY); 




Seria l_p lltcha r( 1, CONY); 
Serial_p lltchar( 3, CONY); 
Serial_pll tcha r(OxAO+( channel-I) , CONY); 
Seria l_putchar(key, CONY); 
Seria l_putchar(pressure, CONY); 
void MIDCControl(char channel, char function, ch ar value) 
{ 
while (lSerial_da tawaiting(CONV)); 
Seria U l ush(CONV); 
Seria l_putchar( 1, CONY); 
Serial_pu tchar( 3, CONY); 
Seria l_pu tchar(OxBO+( ch annel-I ), CONY); 


























Serial_putchar( 1, CONY); 
Serial_putchar( 3, CONY); 












Serial_putchar(Ox7 A, CONY); 



















Seria l_putchar(Ox7F, CONY); 
Serial_putchar(OxOO, CONY); 
break; 
























Seri al_putchar( 1, CONY); 
Serial_putchar( 2, CONY); 
Serial_pu tchar(OxCO+( channel-I), CONY); 
SeriaLputchar(program, CONY); 




SeriaLputchar( 1, CONY); 
Serial_putchar( 2, CONY); 
Serial_putchar(OxDO+( channel-I }, CON V); 
Serial_pll tchar(pressure, CONY); 




Serial_plltchar( 1, CONY); 
Serial_putchar( 2, CONY); 
Serial_putchar(OxEO+( channel-I) , CONY); 
SeriaLplltchar(change, CONY); 
float MlDCticks2sec(long ticks, int div ision, int tempo) 
I 
return (( float) (((float)(ticks) , (float)(tempo)) / (( floa t)(division) , 1000000.0))); 
vo id MIDCdotime(void) 
I 
floa t a,g; 
a=MIDCticks2sec(MIDCcurrtime, MIDCdivision , MIDCtempo); 
#ifdef DEBUG_MIDI 








printf(,,(resting %3.2f seconds) ",g/lOO); 
#endif 























s leep( (long)g); 
#endif 
I 




sproc((void (*)(void *))MIDCBeginPlay, 0, fill ; 
#endif 
I 







int MIDCreadmt(char *s) 
I 
char buff[32]; 
int n = 0; 
char *p = s; 
int c; 
while ( n++<4 && (c=fgetc(MIDUile)) != EOF ) 
I 










c= fge tc(MIDUile); 
if (c == EOF) 

























int format, ntrks; 
if (MIDUeadmt("MThd") == EOF) 
return; 
MIDCtoberead = MIDCread32bitO; 
format = MIDCread16bitO; 
ntrks = MIDCread16bitO; 
MIDCdivision = MIDCread16bitO; 
#ifdef DEBUG_MIDI 
printf("Header format=%d ntrks=%d MIDCdivision=%d\ n", format, ntrks, 
MIDCdivision); 
#endif 
while (MIDCtoberead > 0) 
MIDCgetcO; 
int MIDCread track(void) 
! 




2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 0 
long look for; 





1* OxOO through Ox70 * I 
1* Ox80 through OxfO * I 
if (MIDCreadmt("MTrk") == EOF) 
return(O); 
MIDCtoberead = MIDCread32bitO; 


























MIDCcurrtime += MIDCreadva rinumO; 
c = MIDCgetcO; 
if (MIDCsysexcontinue && c != Oxf7) 
MIDCerror{"didn't find expected continuation of a sysex"); 
if ((c & Ox80) == 0) 
I 
I 
if (status == 0) 
MIDCerror("unexpected running status"); 




status = c; 
running = 0; 





cl = c; 
else 
cl = MIDCgetcO; 





type = MIDC.getcO; 
lookfor = MIDCtoberead - MIDCreadvarinumO; 
MIDCmsginitO; 





lookfor = MIDCtoberead - MIDCrea dvarinumO; 
MIDCmsginitO; 
MIDI_msgadd(OxfO); 
while (MIDCtoberead > lookfor) 
MIDI_msgadd(c=MIDI~etcO); 
if (c==Oxf7 I I MIDCnomerge==O) 
MIDCsysexO; 
e lse 
MIDCsysexcontinue = 1; 
break; 
case Oxf7: 











































printf("Track end \ n"); 
#endif 
return(l); 
void MIDCbadbyte(int c) 
I 
char buff[32]; 
sprintf(buff,"unexpected byte: Ox%02x",c); 
MlDCerror(buff); 
vo id MIDCtextevent(int type, int leng, char *mess) 
I 
sta tic char *ttype[] = 
I 
NU LL, 
"Text Event", 1* type=OxOl * / 
"Copyright Notice", / * type=Ox02 * / 
"Sequence / Track Name", 
"Instrument Name", / * ___ */ 
"Lyric", 
"Ma rke r", 























int unrecognized = (sizeof(ttype)/sizeof(char *)) - 1; 
regis ter int n, c; 
regis ter char *p = mess; 
if (type < 1 I I type > unrecognized) 
ty pe = unrecognized; 
MIDCdotimeO; 
#ifdef DEBUG_MIDI 
printf("Meta Text, type=Ox%02x (%s) leng=%d \ n",type,ttype[type],leng); 
printf(" Text = <"); 
for ( n=O; n<leng; n++ ) 
{ 
c = *p++; 
printf( (isprint(c) I I isspace(c)) ? "%c" : "\ \Ox%02x" , c); 
I 
printf("> \ n"); 
#endif 
I 
void MIDCmetaevent(int type) 
{ 
int leng, den om; 
























1* Text event * / 
1* Copyright notice * / 
1* Sequence/Track name * / 
1* Instrument name * / 
1* Lyric * / 
1* Marker * / 





















case OxOf: 1* These are all text events' / 
MIDCdotimeO; 
MIDCtextevent(type, leng, m); 
break; 
case Ox2f: /' End of Track' / 
MIDCdotimeO; 
#ifdef DEBUG_MIDI 
printf("Meta event, end of track\n"); 
#endif 
break; 











printf("SMPTE, hour=%d minute=%d second=%d frame=%d fract-









printf("Time signature=%d /%d MIDI-clocks / click=%d 32nd-notes / 24-













































printf("Sysex, leng=%d \n",MIDCmsgleng()); 
#endif 
I 
void MIDCchannelmessage(int status, int c1, int c2) 
I 
int chan; 
chan=status & Oxf; 













printf("Note on, chan=%d pitch=%d vel=%d \ n,chan+ 1,c1,c2); 






printf("Pressure, chan=%d pitch=%d press=%d \ n" ,chan+ 1,c1,c2); 








































printf("Program, ehan=%d program=%d \ n",ehan+ I ,el); 











long va lue; 
int e; 
c = MIDLgeteO; 
va lue = c; 
if ( c & Ox80 ) 
I 
va lue &= Ox7f; 
do 
I 
e = MIDLgetcO; 
va lue = (value « 7) + (c & Ox7f); 
} w hile (e & Ox80); 
return (va lue); 
long MIDLto32bit(int el, int c2, int e3, int e4) 
I 
long value = OL; 
52 
.-
• value = (c1 & Oxff) ; 
• 
va lue = (value«8) + (c2 & Oxff); 
value = (value« 8) + (c3 & Oxff); 
value = (value« 8) + (c4 & Oxff); 
• 
re turn (va lue); 
• 
int MIDUo16bit(int c1, int c2) 
I 
re turn ((c1 & Oxff) «8) + (c2 & Oxff); 
• long MIDCread32bit(void) 
• 
I 
int c1, c2, c3, c4; 
• 
c1 = MIDI....getcO; 
c2 = MIDI....getcO; 
c3 = MIDI....getcO; 
• 
c4 = MIDI....getcO; 




int c1, c2; 
• c1 = MIDI_getcO; c2 = MIDCgetcO; 
I return MIDCto16bit(c1,c2); 
I void MIDCerror (char *s) I 





MIDCmsgindex = 0; 



























void MIDLmsgadd(int c) 
I 
if (MIDLmsgindex >= MIDLmsgsize) 
MIDLbiggermsgO; 




char *oldmess = MIDLmsgbuff; 
int oldleng = MIDLmsgsize; 
MIDLmsgsize += MSGINCREMENT; 
newmess = (char *) malloc((unsigned)(sizeof(char)*MIDLmsgsize)); 
if(newmess == NULL) 
MIDLerror("malloc error!"); 
if ( old mess != NULL) 
I 
} 
strcpy(newmess, old mess); 
free(oldmess); 
MIDLmsgbuff = newmess; 
CTRON.H (on remote side) 
#ifndef SGLSOUND 
#define SGLSOUND 
#define MSGINCREMENT 128 
#define TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 0 
#define NUM_SOURCES 4 
typedef float pOint3d[3]; 
typedef float point6d[7]; 





















p[6] = 1.0; I 
#define point6d_copy(in, out) I out[O] = in[O]; out[l] = in[l]; \ 
out[2] = in[2]; out[3] = in[3]; out[4] = in[4]; out[5] = in[5]; \ 
out[6] = in[6]; I 
enum CtronCommands I INIT, UPDATE, CLOSE, MODEL_HEAD, LOCATE_HEAD, 
LOCATE_SOURCE, AMPLIFY_SOURCE, SHOW_MAP, 
enum CtronUnits I 
INCHES, FEET, 
I; 
MMETER, CMETER, METER, 
LUNITS 













void floa t2str(float f, char *5); 
void Ctron_open(char *device, char nsources, char units); 
void Ctron_clo5e(char stopsound); 
void Ctron3mplify(char source, floa t dB); 
void Ctron_locate_head(point6d pq); 
vo id Ctron_locate_source(char source, point6d pq); 
void Ctron_uniform(char source, point3d p); 
void Ctron_model_default(void); 
void Ctron_model_head(float aura l_ocular, float inter_aura l, float aura l_crown); 
int Ctron_loadHRTF(char *filename); 
void Ctron_update(void); 
void Ctron_showmap(void); 
void Cinfo_init( char sources ); 
void Ctron_ou tput( point6d pq ); 
void Ctron_uni_output(point6d pq); 





















void MIDCNoteOff(char channel, char key); 
void MIDCNoteOn(char channel, char key, char velocity); 
void MIDCPolyPressure(char channel, char key, char pressure); 
void MIDCControl(char channel, char function, char value); 
void MIDCChannelMode(char channel, char function); 
void MIDCProgram(char channel, char program); 
void MIDCAftertouch(char channel, char pressure); 
void MIDCPitchBend(char channel, char change); 
void MIDI] layFile(char 'fil); 
vo id MIDCBeginPlay(char 'fil); 
1* MIDI fi Ie functions . ; 




long MIDCto32bit(int c1, int c2, int c3, int c4); 
int MIDCread16bit(void); 
int MIDUo16bit(int c1, int c2); 
char 'MIDCmsg(void); 
void MIDCtextevent(int type, int leng, char 'mess); 
float MIDCticks2sec(long ticks, int division, int tempo); 
void MIDCreadheader(void); 
int MIDCreadtrack(void); 
void MIDCbadbyte(int c); 
void MIDCmetaevent(int type); 
void MIDCsysex(void); 
void MIDCchannelmessage(int s tatus, int c1, int c2); 
void MIDCmsgini t(void); 
int MIDCmsgleng(void); 
void MIDCmsgadd(int c); 
void MIDCbiggermsg (void); 
void MIDCerror(char ' s); 
void MIDCdotime(void); 
1* Contro l Defines .; 
#define MODULATION OxOl 
#define BREA THCONTROL Ox02 
#define FOOTCONTROL Ox04 
#define PORTAMENTOTIME Ox05 
#define DATAENTRY_MSB Ox06 
#define MAIN VOLUME Ox07 
#define BALANCE Ox08 
#define PAN OxOA 
#define EXPRESSION OxOB 





















#define GPC2 Oxll / * " 
#define GPC3 Ox12 /* " 
#define GPC4 Ox13 / * " 
#define SUSTAIN Ox40 
#define PORTAMENTO Ox41 
#define SOSTENUTO Ox42 
#define SOFT_PEDAL Ox43 
#define HOLD_2 Ox45 
" 
2 */ 
3 * / 
4 * / 
#define GPC5 Ox50 /* " 5 * / 
#define GPC6 Ox51 /* " 6 * / 
#define GPC7 Ox52 /* " 7 * / 
#define GPC8 Ox53 /* " 8 * / 
#define EXTEFFECT_DEPTH Ox5B /* External Effects Depth * / 
#define TREMELO_DEPTH Ox5C 
#define CHORUS_DEPTH Ox5D 
#define CELESTE_DEPTH Ox5E / * Also known as Detune Depth * / 
#define PHASER_DEPTH Ox5F 
#define DATA_INCREMENT Ox60 
#define DATA_DECREMENT Ox61 
#define NRPN_LSB Ox62 /* Non-Registered Parameter Num * / 
#define NRPN MSB Ox63 /* " " " " * / 
#define RPN_LSB Ox64 /* Registered Parameter Number * / 
#define RPN_MSB Ox65 /*" " "* / 
/ * Channel Mode messages - use MIDCChannelModeO for these * / 
#define RESET_ALL_CONTROLS OxOl 
#define LOCAL_CONTROL_ON Ox02 
#define LOCAL_CONTROL_OFF Ox03 
#define ALL_NOTES_OFF Ox04 
#define OMNCMODE_OFF Ox05 
#define OMNCMODE_ON Ox06 
#define MONO_MODE_ON Ox07 
#define POLY_MODE_OFF Ox07 
#define MONO_MODE_OFF Ox08 
#define POLY_MODE_ON Ox08 
#endi f 
SE RIAL.C (on remote side) 
/ * * ******** * * *** ***** ** ** *********** ******************************** * ******** 
bb_serial.c - bare bones routines to control the 
serial port of a unix workstation 





















Added other routines necessary for controlling MIDI device by Mike 
Tedder on Dec 15, 1993. 
***************** ************ ************************************************ / 
#include " .. / include / serial.h" 
in t device[5], result, packet_size; 
s truct termio serialPortControl, oldPortControl; 
int holding, hold char; 
/ * -------------------------------------------------------------------------
open the serial_port for operation on the port specified by 
device_name (eg. "/ dev/ ttyd2") 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 




if ( stype == TRACKING) 
I 
I 
if (( i = open(deviceName,O_RDWR)) < 0) I 
I 
printf("ERROR in openSerialPort: open failed on %s\ n",deviceName); 
return(O); 
device[l] = i; 
if ( s type == SOUND) 
I 
I 
if (( i = open (deviceName, O_RDWR I O_NDELA Y)) < 0) I 
I 
prin tf("ERROR in openSerialPort: open failed on %s \ n", deviceName); 
re turn(O); 
device[3] = i; 
if ( s type == CONY ) 
I 
I 
if (( i = open(deviceName, O_RDWR I O_NDELA Y)) < 0) I 
printf("ERROR in openSerialPort: open failed on %s \ n", deviceName); 
return(O); 
I 
device[4] = i; 
if (stype != TRACKING && stype != SOUND && stype != CONY) 
I 






















if (ioctl(i,TCGETA,&oldPortControl) < 0) I 
printf("ERROR in openSerialPort: "); 




serialPortControl.c_iflag = IGNBRK; 
seriaLPortControl.c_oflag = 0; . 
serialPortControl.c_cflag = B9600 I CS8 I CREAD I CLOCAL I CSTOPB; 
serialPortControl.c_lflag = 0; 
serialPortControl.c_line = 0; /* line discipline 1 * / 
seriaIPortControl.ccc[VMIN} = 0; /* min packet size * / 
seriaIPortControl.c_cc[VTIME} = 0; 
/* initial port setup so that we can talk * / 
if (ioctl(i,TCSETA,&seriaIPortControl) < 0) I 
printf("ERROR in openSerialPort: "); 




open the serial_port for operation on the port specified by 
device_name (eg. "/dev/ttyd2") 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
int raiseBaudRatel92( char *deviceName, int stype) 
I 
int i; 
if (stype == TRACKING) i=device[I}; 
if (stype == SOUND) i=device[3}; 
if (stype == CONY) i=device[4}; 
I 
if (ioctl(i ,TCGETA,&oldPortControl) < 0) I 
printf("ERROR in raiseBaudRate: "); 
printf("getting old port control information failed \ n"); 
return(O); 
copyTerm IO( &oldPortControl,&seria lPortCon troll; 





















; . write out new termio s tructure . ; 
if (ioc tl(i,TCSETA,&seriaIPortControl) < 0) { 
printf("ERROR in raiseBaudRate: "); 




open the serial_port for operation on the port specified by 
device_name (eg. "; dev ; ttyd2") 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------_. ; 
int raiseBaudRate384( char ' deviceName, int stype) 
{ 
int i; 
if (stype == TRACKING) i=device[l]; 
if (stype == SOUND) i=device[3]; 
if (stype == CONY) i=device[4]; 
if (ioc tl(i,TCGETA,&oldPortControl) < 0) { 
printf("ERROR in raiseBaudRate: "); 




serialPortControl.cJflag = B38400 I CS8 I CREAD I CLOCAL I CSTOPB; 
1* write out new termio structure . ; 
if (ioctl(i,TCSETA,&seriaIPortControl) < 0) { 
printf("ERROR in raiseBaudRate: "); 




read data fro m the serialPort 
. . ... ... NOTE: not needed now, implement later... ******** 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. ; 





















if (holding) re turn 1; 
holdchar=SeriaLgetchar(stype); 
if (holdchar != -1) holding=l; 
re turn holding; 




if (holding) . 
( 
holding=O; 
return hold char; 
if (stype == TRACKING) i=device[l); 
if (s type == SOUND) i=device[3]; 
if (stype == CONY) i=device[4); 
result = read(i, s, 1); 
if (result != 1) return -1; 
return s [O); 
void Seria l_flush(int stype) 
( 
while (Ser ia l_datawaiting(stype)) 
Serial_getchar(s type); 
int readSeria lPort( char 'buffer, int length, int stype ) 
( 
int result, i; 
if (stype == TRACKING) i=device[l]; 
if (stype == SOUND) i=device[3); 
if (stype == CONY) i=device[4); 
I 
result = read(i, buffer, length); 
if (result != length) ( 
printf("read from serial port failed \ n"); 
re turn(O); 




















int readCompletePacket( char *buffer, int length, int stype ) 
I 
int offset=O, count=O, i; 
if (s type == TRACKING) i=device[l ); 
if (stype == SOUND) i=device[3); 
if (s type == CONY) i=device[4); 
while ( offse t < length ) 
I 
offset += read( i, buffer+offset, length ); 
count++; 
if (coun.t > 5000) 
I 
p rin tf("Waited too long fo r packet ... \ n"); 
return 0; 
re turn 1; 
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------
w rite a buffer to the serialPor t 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
int Serial_p utch ar(char ch, int stype) 
I 
char s[2); 
in t result, i; 
if (stype == TRACKING) i=device[l); 
if (stype == SOUND) i=device[3); 
if (stype == CONY) i=device[4); 
s [O)=ch; s[l) =' \O'; 
resul t = write( i, s, 1); 
if (result != 1) return -1; 
re turn 0; 
int wr iteSeria lPort( ch ar *bu ffe r, int length, int s type) 
I 
int resu lt, i; 
if (s type == TRACKING) i=device[l ); 
if (s type == SOUND) i=device[3); 
if (stype == CONY) i=device[4); 
result = w rite(i, buffe r, length); 






















printf(" write of <%5> failed, result = %d \ n", (char *)buffer, result); 
perror("[ writeSeriaIPort],,); 
return(O); 
re tL! rn(result); 
/ *-------------------------------------------------------------------------
close the serialPort (restore the original port control information) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------* / 
in t closeSerialPort (in t s type) 
I 
int i; 
if (stype == TRACKING) i=device[l]; 
if (stype == SOUND) i=device[3]; 
if (stype == CONY) i=device[4]; 
if (ioctl(i,TCSETA,&oldPortControl ) < 0) I 
printf("ERROR in closeSerialPort: "); 




/ * -------------* / 
void copyTermIO( struct termio *source, struct termio *dest ) I 
dest->c_i flag = source->c_iflag; 
dest->c_oflag = sou rce->c_oflag; 
dest->c_cflag = source->cJfla g; 
dest->c_lflag = source->c_lflag; 
dest->c_line = sourcc->c_line; 
/ * s trncpy(dest->cJc,source->c_cc,NCC+NCC_PAD+NCC_EXT);* / 
bcopy(source->cJc, dest->c_cc, 8); 
SERIAL.H (on remote side) 
/ ***************************************************************************** 
bare bones routines to control the 





















Trent Tuggle - Oct 14, 1993 
Added other routines necessa ry for controlling MIDI device by Mike 
Tedder on Dec 15, 1993. 




<s tring .h> 
#ifndef KU BOTA 










<sys / ioc tl.h> 
<sys / types.h> 
<sys / fil e.h> 
<te rmio .h > 
<unis td.h> 
<sys / fcntl.h> 
dcntl.h> 
<sys/ stat.h> 
int openSerialPort(char *, int); 
int raiseBaudRatel 92(char *, int); 
in t raiseBaudRate384(char *, int); 
int SeriaLda tawaiting(int); 
int SeriaLgetchar(int); 
in t readSerialPort(char *, int, int); 
in t Serial_putchar(char, int); 
int w riteSerialPort(char *, int, int); 
int closeSeriaIPort(int); 
int readCompletePacket(char *, int, int); 
void copyTermIO(struct termio *, s trLlct termio *); 
void SeriaLflush(int); 
1* Types for openSerialPort * / 
#define TRACKIN G 0 1* To open the Fastrak * / 
#define SOUND 1 1* To open the MIDIator * / 
#define CONY 2 1* To open the Convolvotron * / 
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